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UPRISING 86

SPLAT!

REMEMBER YOU SAW IT BURST
IN CROWBAR

HOW LONG MUST WE BE
KILLED, KICKED, CHOKED,
BY HANDICAPED AND KILLED

CROWBAR

STOP SOUTH AFRICAN BUSINESS

The Original Young Comrades

At least 14 prisoners were killed by firing which started at 1pm on 3 June 1986. Two others were severely injured. The South African government has issued a press statement saying that the attack was carried out by the ANC. The ANC has denied this.
TERRY DEAN FOR HIGH JUMP

When they got him he was ready to add it to anything they said, he later retracted. He tried to escape, slim 2 long humpers - ikos and declares his 1000.

CURRENT LOCAL SQUATTING GROUPS

These squatting groups are about self-help and exchanging information. They cannot exist without support and give-aways. They are not alternative estate agents, and always need help keeping their empty property lists up-to-date. Your information can be invaluable to a homeless person.

DON'T BE LED

Practical and legal advice for squatters.

London Squats Guide

TAKING THE LID OFF THE PROBLEMS

The 8th edition of The Squatters' Handbook is finally published and available.

ON BEHALF OF ADVISORY SERVICE FOR SQUATTERS.

On behalf of Advisory Service for Squatters who wrote and compiled it, I am sorry it's so long overdue — still it's worth the wait. It has more pages than the 7th edition and contains a vast amount of information which is invaluable to the squatter or people thinking of squatting. Unfortunately, the amount of pictures has had to be reduced to accommodate more necessary information. The price has been pegged at 60p and we've also managed to print 1500 free copies which are going to the squatters groups in London and elsewhere. It is hoped that the Handbook will reach far and wide at a time when homelessness is increasing and conditions get more desperate. By post, the total cost for one is 67p - for larger amounts, order them and we will send you an invoice with the book.

Advisory Service for Squatters
2 St. Paul's Road
London N1.
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SAVE OUR CRECHE

The squat at the creche in Brixton, now over for a high court eviction, is still going strong. The eviction has been delayed by political reasons: after 45 mothers and supporters invaded the last Lambeth Housing Meeting, it was agreed that this will be the 1st time in less than 2 years, and will be a direct decision by Linus Bello, the new Labour Party leader, to continue the vindictive campaign of Ted Knight.

ABOUT THE PLAYGROUP ITSELF...

We are open on Monday and Wednesday. The average day: about eleven. The first kids are being dropped off by their mums. By late the group is usually 20 toddlers, the youngest is 18 months old. Older children often come along too, to play with the small ones and lend a hand. Three to four adults look after them.

CROWBAR

Save Our Creche

SEXISTS WANK OFF

DONATIONS: TOYS, KIDS, IDEAS
TO 27 DRALSFORD ROAD BRIXTON SW9

ONE CRECHE WORKER:

I started looking after kids
a year and a half ago, and it's
great fun getting to know them
and getting on together.
It can be totally exhausting,
keeping your eyes open all
the time to see if they're doing
something stupid. It doesn't
mean that we could make
improvements, but it's a bit demoralising when the future of
this place is always uncertain.
When it was small I always had
my sisters, brothers, cousins, and
we seemed to be loads of fun.
It was a good laugh. Here, I've been
some kids getting really isolated,
and bored and their mums too.
Inside the house, the group is
strong and we'll go on somewhere
else if the council gets stupid
again.

I'd like to see lots more mothers
engaged in the issues, so that
in the end we'll be functioning
every day, come along and have a
look - you're welcome.

IT'S GREAT WHEN THEY'VE BEEN OUT
RUNNING WILD FOR A FEW HOURS, AND
FALL ASLEEP ON THEIR WAY HOME.

The space is still a bit small, I
think of the rain with all the
grains and the wind. I've
nothing.

Non-stop, they all
used to want my attention all
time, but now most of the time
they seem quite happy playing
without interference.

IT USUALLY STARTS WITH PLAYING
IN THE PARK/PLAYGROUND. At usually
four o'clock most of the kids
start to get hungry (hunger, oat),
and a meal is prepared usually
their favourite meal which is
pasta or spagetti with baked beans or
toasted, afterwards fruit.
**Brighton ZAP sales**

In the weekend of the 2nd of June a secret arms concur took place in Brighton. On sale were the latest designs and inventions for microwave technology. Microwave technology is already in use at Greenspan army base where the low level microwave are directed at the spectators. Those who are exposed are subjected to heavy headaches and high blood pressure. Some have been known to suffer from depressed mood and confusion. The microwave cooks, radio- and radar signals.

The english police are maintaining this technology, but some of the other countries use less. The reports are that all the reports are included in the official report and all of these reports are not being made public.

**SHINE ON JIM**

Video of ‘Film about ‘Funk Poet’

Jimmy Heather-Hayes, who was tortured, burned, and died by hanging in Ashford Remand Centre at the time of the Falklands War. By Phil Stebbings

Available from

121 RAILTON ROAD LON SE24

**SQUAT GOSSIP**

Wanna buy a squat? Only £10! Guaranteed for a year.

Possibly no protected intending occupier due to move in plus all services in perfect working order.

Only £50! These are the sort of empty promises made by the wickedness to exploit homeless people — it's been happening in Camden (hello any Cosmos - are you receiving it?) and Stockwell Park Estate. Let's hope it ceases.

It's now inevitable that the housing situation will be introduced before Parliament to criminalize certain forms of trespass. It's been reported in some papers that trespassers by mass passages of (hippy)travellers on private land will be made illegal. It'll instantly new. I think I' been at the party that night.

These squatters are fast becoming a thing of the past in this Scotland. Successive police raids and boot confiscation has meant that the alternative squatters are losing thousands of mega-bucks. (What a shame). One of the fifties young squatters even ventured to ask someone from advisory services. Squatters who attend one of these jollifications and desert the pigs on illegally evicting them: none hope.

In Lambeth's Ruskin Hill Estate, it's been rumoured that the residents are squatters going to get organised in time for the next eviction blitzes. A couple of active people have been squattering there for a few weeks and think it's time to get organised.

Intimidation and evictions by caretakers (there is a Kampfgruppe of active people who have been evicted recently and evicted were in time for the next eviction blitzes. A couple of active people have been squattering there for a few weeks and think it's time to get organised.

**HOMELESSNESS**

**Well Is It Or Aint It?**

The latest news of the war is that the authorities are doing nothing to help the homeless people. In Southwark, oblique tenants can expect £50 reward to cover the cost of the curtain. In Lambeth, the council are too mean to cough up £50, but only have a policy of removing the departing tenants to leave them there. This practice may be confined to these boroughs alone, which means there's a lot more empty property than meets the eye.

**Bristol Squats Free**

Places available now in SUNY BRISTOL

Contact: Bristol Housing Action Movement, 156 Lower Cheltenham Place, 268 8TH STREET, BRIXTON

Meetings Mondays 8pm

**ANDY COSMOS**

WANTED FOR OTHERS SHUTTING UP ARMS WAS TO BE MAINTAINED BY SHUTTING UP ARMS WAS TO BE MAINTAINED BY SHUTTING UP ARMS WAS TO BE MAINTAINED BY SHUTTING UP ARMS WAS TO BE MAINTAINED BY SHUTTING UP ARMS WAS TO BE MAINTAINED BY
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CROWBAR
No.4

WENT FOR IT
STONEHENGE

We congratulate all those over 1000 who went for Stonehenge and had a great time despite constant harassment, spells in jail and loss of vehicles, and a warm 'fuck off' to the 100,000 who paid to go to Glastonbury is steady.

Stonehenge 86 we went for it,

In 1985 the authorities stopped the people's free festival with brute force... one way of saying 'we look like a bunch of fascists', when we're supposed to live in a nice cosy democracy. They saw the bad press it gave them, hence the 'nice' police behaviour this year.

The Stonehenge 86 campaign began in Sept 85. English Heritage invited people into holding a Stonehenge 86 to meet with them. They said we could have a one day 'sacred ritual dance' for £9.99 a ticket, only obtainable by writing to them. We told them this was mad and it wouldn't work, what we wanted was a site near the stones to hold a festival. They approached the MOD (army) for us and it was decided at the highest level to say NO. English Heritage then said the festival wasn't feasible and banned it again. They got injunctions against 46 named people and got landowners, farmers and MOD to ban us from any land within a 4 mile radius of Stonehenge.

The campaign got itself organised, it held benefits, a mail order range of T-shirts, posters and books was arranged. We held monthly meetings in London attended by people from all over England. We managed to do a newsletter after each meeting detailing what we were doing. Around the start of June 'Festival Eye' came out, giving details of this years festival and last years events.

When June came around we were prepared and ready to go. A group of about 30 walkers left Jubilee Sainsbury on June 1st, to get to Salisbury on the 14th. They set off in high spirits, not really knowing if they'd make it or go as far as they hoped.

I caught up with the walk a week later at the old ruin of a Roman town called near Reading. This was a happy, well organised bunch, we lived together sharing whatever we had, there was communal food for all, and a van to carry the bags while everyone walked to the next site. About 30 stayed with the walk, with others coming and going, for games, signs and events.

On the 12th June we arrived at Amesbury Park. Just 4 miles outside Salisbury. By Fri night we had nearly 200 of us, we all sat round the fire, buying just made a massive communal meal, smoking chillums and discussing the next day's events.

We set off on a beautiful Sat morning, not knowing if anyone would join us or what. The cops had said we wouldn't be allowed into Salisbury centre. They were very freaked out by the rumour of a 'Black Protest'. So we geared up and were on the road, to be greeted by the wonderful sight of 100's of people coming towards us. We all joined up and marched along. Every time I looked around more and more people were joining. Cars, ambulances, trucks and motorbikes appeared from nowhere and joined in.

People waved from their houses, the sun shone. We felt great. By the time we got out of Salisbury we had over 100 vehicles, about 500 people and all on our side. We reached our site for the evening at Grove Hill, just outside of Salisbury. We expected around 100 people and were even more than that.

The next day we decided to move, the juvines and some locals had sussed out a site for us, but when we had a site meeting to discuss it, someone blobbed out our destination. As we lined up the police cooker flipped off and our local friends were gone. We decided to go for a walk, through a field, and just sit down and relax. We then walked to a field and set up our site. We had a few problems, but we managed to move things around and we had a good time.

So off we went, happy and free, the sky was clear and the sun was shining. We had a great time and everyone was happy.

Early morning a pesky bike went out and found us a site. This time it was council land, great! So off we went again, stopping first for fuel and food. As we tried to take a side turn the pigs blocked it and nicked a few people, giving us a good kicking. We held a meeting, deciding whether to go on or not.
the police ceremony, even the druids did their aloof little piece.

we gradually regrouped at King Sanbornes in Hamps-

ire. On Sat June 21st most of us were released on

bail, the Brixton crew were all back together. That

night we were all entertained by a magical storm of

sheet lightning, which, then it flashed was as good

as daylight. We each took it in turns shaving out

of the tents to stir the dinner, which was bubbling

away on the fire.

we gradually got ourselves back together, people

came out of nick. Impounded vehicles were retrie-

ved from the compound, people got their tents and


keep it. for a while. The walkers arrived and we

ruined the breakdown to the site. Someone else went

to check out one of the sites who'd been nicked.

People unwound from the stress of the night before,

some had arrived and we all got happily wrecked,

watching some of the most awful music we've ever

heard. The site was great. Right next to a lake, the

people were great. Too. We had a site meeting every
day. Someone did a communal wood run. Shifts were

dug. Free food was available. We swam in the river.

It was great... We made a small space where people

lived together quite happily without authority... We'd

made anarchy...

As the police approached our minds turned to get-

tting to Stonehenge. Locals came and showed us a dif-

erent route to Yarnbury Castle, some people secretly

decided to leave on Thursday night when the cops

wouldn't expect it, but unfortunately there wasn't

enough of them so it didn't happen.

We left on Fri morning with 100 vehicles in a line

and 100% of walkers. People cheered us as we made

our way up the A36. I was zapping up and down the

convo like mad trying to keep everyone moving (near-

ly impossible at times!) As we crawled up the A36

we came to a roadblock of about 200 pigs. They told

us to disperse or be arrested, we laughed at them.

[...]

Sleeping bags back. We managed to unwind a bit

down there, despite the shit we got from a group of

drivers who had established the site. We knew we'd

taken us as outsiders to the festival scene, despite the

fact that none of them had made any effort to get to Stone-

henge or establish a festival. I left a few days later, feeling very happy. It had

taken the nine months work. We didn't get to Stonehenge on masts, but we

nevertheless did. But what we did was just as good... As we showed that by

standing together we are stronger together, we proved to ourselves we can live

without the mind numbing effects of authority, and get on by

behaving cooperatively together. I hope the people

involved will build on this experience... we went for it.

PULLENS VICTORY

The Pullens resistance and résistance were a great

victory. But it seemed bad to us, as we came late

to find a picnic, top saturation and rain, rain, rain! About 100 or us were

blocking the road with our bikes, 

lipping, stabbing tyres. It was 10pm, heavy barricades.

[...]

Each door had so be smashed to bits, by 12noon

they still had 5 flat to evict... In fact we were

actually winning!
D.I.Y. TRANSMITTER PLANS

THIS IS IT!! After years of messing about. Do it Yourself Plans for a simple FM Radio Transmitter. (Courtesy of Radio Crimes and Free the Airwaves.) This design gives about 4 watt output, which is plenty to start off with, if you can get up high. The parts shouldn't cost more than 35 pounds (excluding test gear). For the more ambitious Radio Crimes we will soon be publishing a design to take this transmitter up to 30 watts power.

4 watt VHF FM transmitter, parts and instructions

*Get some double-sided copper clad PCB, enough to make boards in 3" x 1.5" and 1.5" x 1.5", Cut PCB with Stanley Knife - some, bend, snap. Cut boards with Junior hackaw. Clean with emery cloth. Drill holes 1/8". Mark boards with felt tip to A X and one mark. No need. Mark board, wish boards with Locite superglue - one drop will do. Clean stands of any glue. Apply liberal amount of solder to boards with a decent iron, 25 watt Weller is a good buy, small size.

1. 3X552 or 9X973 do space station transmitter
   Cut two legs off to about 2½", opposite direction. Bolt on 6-32 nut bit. Apply solder. Try not to handle transmitter, but use legs to position. Stick these legs to stands B and C. Cut other legs, press down and solder to stands D and E.

2. 2 pf capacitor
   Same principle, cut one leg, apply solder, use other leg to position.

3. Wind 2 x 3 pf capacitors legs together. Solder to stands F and the negative rail, which is the board.

4. 150 pf, 3/4 watt (orange/orange/orange) or 150 pf, 1/2 watt (red/red/yellow).

5. 10 pf

6. 200 pf

7. 820 pf

8. 1 uf capacitor (or 100 pf, or 0.004 uf).

9. 68 pf

10. 10 pf

11. 1 uf capacitor (or 100 pf, or 100,000 pf)

12. 100 pf (brown/brown/brown)

13. Single piece of insulad mem. bump wire

14. 2-12 pf of trimmer variable capacitor

15. MC108 Tuba VHF mounted coil inductor 2.5 turns, 0.64 uH

16. MC108 Tuba VHF mounted coil inductor 2.5 turns, 0.64 uH

17. MC108 Tuba VHF mounted coil inductor 2.5 turns, 0.64 uH

18. MC108 Tuba VHF mounted coil inductor 2.5 turns, 0.64 uH

19. MC108 Tuba VHF mounted coil inductor 2.5 turns, 0.64 uH

20. MC108 Tuba VHF mounted coil inductor 2.5 turns, 0.64 uH

21. 3.6 pf variable capacitor (foil trimmer)

22. 2.2 uf variable capacitor

23. Positive leg to 2. Cut off leg facing leg on 0.

24. ** The first board can now be tested once we have added piece of UF903. Miter, or any heavy-duty 7mm CB Coax. (See diag. V.) We must fix Coax to a 1/4" male plug (see diag. VII). Plus a trim coax stereo 1/4" jack plug. Some +2600k ohm pot and some simulated lamp wire.

25. To properly test and develop we need:
   a. a power supply - a CB 13.8v 3-amp unit, or a 12v car/motorbike battery.
   b. a power SWR meter - available up to 1500MHz.
   c. A Frequency counter. This is the most expensive item. A Thanlota PM200A is the best value.
   d. We would do without a frequency counter, but if anything is slightly out, off the VHF band, then a radio receiver is no good to find a fault.
   e. A ceramic-loaded with a 5-pin Din plug.
   f. A radio receiver. Fit to power supply, fit to power meter, Turn on frequency counter. Set counter to 5.2 gate, put probe into left hand socket (probe can be just a piece of single core insulated wire). Turn on power. Adjust parts no. 18 and 19. Set the reading change. Choose a free frequency. To adjust power, turn part no. 22 (to adjust variable capacitors, use a plastic trimmer). If all's going well, plug in ceramic (5-pin Din plug to 1/4" jack Tandy). Put your favourite tape, turn on radio, and if everything's okay you should hear your tape on the radio. If something is wrong, check and double-check. If you can't work it out, send board back to us via Free the Airwaves and we will see what's wrong. If everything's okay then you can go to the next stage.

26. 3.9 pf variable capacitor (foil trimmer).

27. As above.

28. 1.5 turns of 18 gauge tin coated SWG using a 1/16" drill for arm.

29. 4 turns 18 gauge tin-coated SWG Pencil former.

30. 100 ohm, resistor.

31. 1 uf

32. 2 and a half turns of 18 gauge tin coated SWG using a 1/16" drill for arm.

33. 4.7 ohm, resistor.

34. 4 turns 18 gauge tin coated SWG Pencil former.
Approximately 480,000,000 - radio local VHF FM community -
For the latest news and events, visit Free The Airwaves.

THE LATEST 'RADIO CRIMES' IS OUT NOW. FOR NEXT
3 ISSUES, SEND MINIMUM DONATION £2 (For organisations:
£1.10) per issue. See the latest issues in:
FREE THE AIRWAYS. 38, BM BOX 1502, LON 1. WC1N 3X.

- 350Uf trimmer

- We are now ready to fit into a box (see diag. V1). Get 8 × 3 × 1 1/2" aluminum box. Drill holes to put in divider, solder along dotted line in diag. 111 and solder along side of divider. Don't solder together yet. Solder TC6JC18 wire between earth and wires P and Q. With the second wire, make sure there is no contact with earth. Now solder divider, also making sure no contact with F and Q contact. Last points to solder, using same wire from P to centre of UHF female plug, and from earth to wire. Solder ANT1 capacitor from the stereo plug to earth, see dia. V1 for positions.

- To tune aerial to its maximum efficiency, we want a setting nearest to 1. On the SWR scale, experiment with a 1/4 wavelength to ensure the perfect match. Remember, maximum SWR and a rubbish SWR reading won't help you get a better signal.

- To test against SWR, button press SET button, slide scale till the meter reads 1. Then press TEST button. If it's properly tuned, the needle will drop to 1. Now, if it's with aerial: don't worry about power readings, with a setting of 2.5 SWR, this will get you over a mile with a 12v battery. Try aerial in different positions and locations. The best results will only come with experience and experimentation.

A Complete Do-It-Yourself Guide for the radical Radio Pirate, including step-by-step plans for building FM transmitters (up to 80 watts), aerials, Medium Wave, etc. With a practical 'How To' guide on all aspects of pirate broadcasting, programme making, the law and how to get away with it.

Plus features on Free The Airwaves and Local Pirates, the history and present in Britain, anarchist and overseas pirates from around the world.

Planned 96pp. £1.80 from Hooligan Press. Out Oct. 86.
FREE PETE
FREE PETE MASTIN

We think this is a sick and cynical fascist attempt to silence and punish Pete for his subversive illustrations.

We have their own transmitter... until, as happened overseas and with CB here, the law becomes a complete farce. There is room for 480 1 & square mile pirates in London, even on the present restricted waveband!

For the guerrilla pirate 'break ins' are all the rage, in the line of Radio Arthur and Radio Wapping. For this you really need more power, but at least locally its quite simple to break into, for eg, the LBC nine o clock Lies with your own short message. (But make it SHORT, you could go to jail if caught).
GROWBAR

Pullens... 050

...then a thought began to occur, i.e. how can a council allocate water outside flats with no doors to tenants at 25p...

'UCKOPS, YOU SCABBY SCUM!' I yelled at the officers yet again. 'Go on strike they'll all have you murdering Jews next week!' Indeed, the pubs were not enjoying this one as they were met in the last street with buckets of cold water.

'WE WANT PETROL!' We shouted, as the sound system blared out 'Mercy in the U.K.' from the band-issued flat. They got it, nevertheless, by sheer brute force, though at the next flat they had to give up... there were solid concrete blocks preventing the sound from entering.

Bailiffs, council thugs and pigwits all lined up then and pleaded off as we jeered and chased from the street. We all went back to the Pullens Centre for coffee and a meeting. Many squatters had crashed out after being up all night, but the place was packed, and downstairs was full to the ceiling with eviction possessions and furniture. Outside the streets were littered with peoples furniture. For the eviction had been too late, too slow, and above all too much of a farce for a council that strives to be seen to work for the poor and oppressed. They had given up on the plan to move peoples stuff out on the area the hire fleet, a few squatters got up and talked at the meeting explaining that no-one would be affected by PIDS orders. If the flats were re-taken by 2.30pm, and proposing that people wanted to remain and put their names on, and volunteers and tools would be gathered. Then PIDS Curtin (The ex-squatter leader, now Southwark Councillor) came in with some politician from the lottery... I was so tired that the meeting didn't immediately throw them out of the window... apparently Piers has been arrested, albeit briefly, for trying to let the tyres down on a removal van. He and his friends 'took control' and proposed that we should wait until they had been and pleaded with the council on our behalf... and that the evicted should put their names to be re-housed in the evicted squats... luckily they left, and we got down to business with a list and a crowbar and set out to re-squat.

It was all so easy with few cops about, and in ten minutes, we'd ripped the boardup crews best efforts off half-a-dozen squats and one was left. It was immediately re-squatted but there was no sign of the other evictions. Then we started carrying furniture back into squats, phew! And then the first, and half the squats had become legal tenants. In this way we only had to knock on a few doors and we had all the tools we needed. In fact we spent the whole afternoon working on the one door that we found a door, cutting it to size, re-lying the frame, fitting a lock etc... all the flats were re-squatted and the deadline, at last symbolically, by sticking something in the doorway with a legal notice on it... and we had the IV cameras there to prove it. The media coverage was extensive and fair enough. (Fuck the Guardian). Thames TV even filmed a eviction from inside as the door was smashed down. The media were there thanks to the hard work of the Pullens Tenants Association. They were friendly, especially the Southwark Press which never hated squatters! It was all because it was a chance to attack a split in the Labour council, not that we cared about that! In fact the council couldn't even find scab tenants to take one of the flats. (The one we re-possessed had been repeatedly offered to a friend of the squatters, who had been living illegally for 6 months, with threatening letters that he wouldn't get offered one again). Few would-be tenants turned up, and immediately left, ambiantly when the situation was explained to them. One bloke showed up, desperate, and said they threatened to have him deported to Nigeria where he faced trial, but he refused one of the flats. He was helped out.

Pullens is still squatted, it's a wonderful place, why not drop round to the centre and have a look round. Pullens is where the squatters stood with goodwill and good tactics from start to finish. 'Pullens Lives' should be our battle cry and our aunt.

At the same time as the Battle for Pullens a 'normal' mass eviction was happening at nearby Rockingham Estate, with 22 flats evicted in scarcely an hour and then secured by the council with Security Guards on duty. However, Fresh from victory at Pullens, supporters went to Rockingham at midnight to resquat the lot. 8 of those resquatted were re-evicted next morning, with bailiffs and council shouting 'PIDS!' and 'resistance' and Piers Corbin shouting 'Illegal Eviction!' Only 8 of those resquatted could be firmly held.

SPLIT LABOUR STILL EVICT

The reason all these evictions happened together was that the mass eviction orders were almost out of date. In the Local Elections rival Parties had vied for votes by bashing squatters. Now, after Pullens all had changed, or had it? The Labour Party Executive and the Leader of Southwark had come out AGAINST the evictions to the media. Yet scarcely a week later the bailiffs and pigs moved in on Kingsgate, and they were heartland of SNOW! We didn't get word and missed the action, that happened briefly, in the whole show turned up at 7am to evict... But squatters and tenants had dragged dogs across the entrances & were ready to resist. They all pilled off. VICTORY! But return a few days later and the whole lot, in the end about half were successfully
SMASH CROWBAR

SMASH MACDONALDS WANTED DAY
DEAD OR ALIVE
RONALD MCDONALD

A woman whose husband killed 21 people in a McDonald's restaurant in California two years ago, before he was shot dead by police, has filed a $5 million (€3.3 million) suit against both his former employers and McDonald's. Elco Hubbel is claiming that her husband James's violent outbursts and subsequent death were caused by lead pollution at work and by additives used by the fast-food chain.


The place is a SICK INSANE monument to capitalist greed, animal cruelty, destruction of the Amazon rain forests by their ranching, use of consumer brain-washing, US cultural imperialism, CIA fronts in Central America and who knows where else, vicious anti-union policies - if you should join one you're immediately fired and perhaps most important, as a symbol of US power. I.E. A well publicised trash in of a Macdonalds here could fuck the tourist industry (and welcome back decent international terrorists to our shores once more). Many such incidents could even damage the Thatcher-Reagan pact on World Domination... Do without further ado here's a list of actions that terrorists may take against your fave deathburger rest:

The day the barricades came down

THE DAY THE BARRICADES CAME DOWN

Seven in court

Police were spotlighted with paint bombs and violence erupted during the eviction of squatters from a council estate.

The day the barricades came down

Police were spotlighted with paint bombs and violence erupted during the eviction of squatters from a council estate.
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The day the barricades came down

Police were spotlighted with paint bombs and violence erupted during the eviction of squatters from a council estate.
CROWBAR

the police OP on 24th July was the end result of the
pigs whipping up false public hysteria that "armed
drug dealers" are openly selling heroin and murdering
each other on the streets of Brixton, and the
police Tacticians whose job it is to create as much dis-
order as possible as an excuse to get even more cash
in their pockets (they get a 7½ rise the same week)
by giving us an excuse to oppress the people even more!

KILL ALL RACIST SCUM

Police teams then searched the sewers and sniffer dogs
checked out the building to find any drugs left behind
in connection (for by the police). The end of the
search was signalled by the D11 armed squad beating a retreat
before the TV cameras arrived (though they blocked off
the road for another 3 hours) they had packed their guns
out of sight. In neat blue bags, I suspect the green
bags in the back of their blue van contained their new
riot guns. Next, the pigs pulled out, climbing into
the hired BRS lorries, making racket and monkey noises.
After that cons of off filter appeared from nowhere (they
must have been the police from the train) and got into
waiting coaches for doggy bags and congrats from the
crew. Taking advantage of the diminishing police presence
a near riot ensued with a loud firework and
a few bricks thrown. The OP was coordinated from bases
set up around the area, the coaches used were soon parked
up around Brixton the day before.

SABoTaGe THE MACchine

STICK A PIG CAMPAIGN

NAZI COPS OUT

MANY, MANY apologies to the 100% of our readers who've told us
just how objectionable they found the cover on No. 46. The
police's hand in question was supposed to look like it
rested upon an F.J. Penney Spot, and not on a dinnerplate as so many of you thought.

CROWBAR SAYS: STOP THE H.M.I.S. PLAYING POLITICAL FOOTBALL WITH
YEAH OLD PC. BLACKLOCK.
The crisis in Greece is still growing more desperate daily, with the discredited 'socialist' government now a pawn of the US and the World Bank, unleashing a new wave of economic repression and strikes threatening to bring the whole place to a halt. Greece is no holiday in the sun if you live there. The fascist movement is reviving fast, openly aided by the police.

Meanwhile the state is mounting a fearsome police campaign against the extra-legal opposition, the Independent Left, the punks, feminists, but above all against the small but strong and combative Anarchist movement.

The anarchists in fact have occupied a key space in the resistance, and the war against the anarchists is rarely off the front pages. The police have tried mass arrests, routine and horrific torture and lashings, huge raids and occupations of the Exa Clarke, the anarchist area of Athens, frame-ups, black propaganda beatings and straightforward murder on the streets.

But the young militants just will not shut up, and on occasions (as the Tech. University Seige when they threatened to blow up the building to gain the release of hungerstriking comrades in prison) they have received wide support and become an inspiration for the strikes and protests of the working people.

The latest round began on May 9th, when the g's had a march against nukes, as Chernobyl radiation spread south across the peninsula. The police charged the demo, brutally beating and arresting 11 people. Next day a similar demo was again viciously attacked. 2 days later the police tried to charge the section of a big lefty march against nukes. This time they got petrol bombs, sith bikes burnt and nine cops hurt, but 30 arrested. The war had begun, again.

In the following days 13 people were tortured by lashing in prison, 100 more were nicked, at a Salonica Festival and in another police raid on Exarhia. Again.

As we reported in the last issue of Black Flag, dozens of Anarchists have been arrested over the last two months in a crude attempt by the Rant to break the back of the Greek anarchist movement. As we go to press, twenty-one anarchists remain in prison facing a variety of charges (including attempted murder) and many have been tortured (even so oddly that they now have difficulty walking properly). Five anarchists went on hunger strike on June 17th in response to the torture and beatings and would obviously appreciate any form of solidarity from Bago or elsewhere (see below).

Eleven of the twenty-one arrests were made during an anti-nuclear demonstration through Athens on May 13th while the others were arrested in Salonica after a petrol bomb attack on a police car on May 19th. (Two police officers were seriously injured in the attack, hence the attempted murder charge).

To continue pressure on the anarchists, Katrina Latropoulou (a well known anarchist lawyer from Athens) was arrested by police on June 22nd in a vicious frame-up. Police have linked her with two escaped prisoners who claim she helped while they were on the run. Drug squad officers also planted heroin and hashish in her home to ensure a heavy sentence if she is convicted. The case, known popularly as a police farce, has caused much public controversy that both Greek Prime Minister Papandreou and his Minister for Public Order have been forced to make public statements about the case. Predictably, they claim the arrest was totally justified and also blamed that Katrina had links with the terrorist world as well as the drug scene. In response to this latest frame-up.

Three thousand people gathered outside the University of Athens and marched to the houses of parliament on June 26th in solidarity with Karatza. A second demonstration was organised by anarchists on June 13th but it was banned by the police and a police cordon was thrown around the university of Athens for several days to ensure no more demonstrations would take place.

Despite the cordon, four anarchists managed to slip through and display banners denouncing police repression on July 3rd. Fifty more anarchists broke through the cordon on the following day and held a press conference in the university.

On June 1st an incendiary bomb exploded outside the ruling socialists' party's newspaper office, causing fifteen million drachmas worth of damage. A second bomb exploded outside the Young Socialists' newspaper office a week later. Both acts were claimed by the 'Anarchist Action' group to underline growing police repression.

On June 23rd a third bomb exploded outside the Ministry of the Environment causing extensive damage. This bomb was claimed by the 'Revolutionary Popular Struggle' group in solidarity with the Exarchia Square Community (a meeting place for Anarchists in Athens).

The 5 Anarchists on Hunger Strike are:
1. Yannis Bals
2. Basil Magouniades
3. Thanos Kypri
4. Andreas Bartheas
5. Panayiotis Galanakis

Direct protests to: The Greek Embassy
Greek Embass, 14 Holland Park
London W11. Telephone 071-727 0800

Dear Comrades,

We badly need your help and solidarity. Write letters of protest to the nearest Greek Embassy or Consulate.

Minister of Justice, Apostolos Kikastamos 
Kanoniou Street & Sokrates Street Athens - GREECE

Minister of Public Order, Anastasios Dratsas
Kanoniou Street & Sofoklis Street
Athens - GREECE

Prime Minister, Andreas Papandreou
Athens - GREECE

President of the Republic, Constantine Karamanlis
Athens - GREECE

Try to mobilise public opinion against Amnesty International branches in your countries.

Act as soon as possible.

Love and solidarity,
Anarchist Groups of Greece
Adopt a Prisoner

There is a list of current Class War ALF prisoners. We're not printing the addresses as they keep moving them about. (As they do with all political prisoners). But you can and should write to them:

SARP
EcR Box 3911 London WC1, who will forward your letters.

When writing, remember mail is read and anything indiscrte could cause punishment to the prisoner. Keep writing but don't expect immediate answers.

Committed prisoners can only send a letter a week and that's usually taken up by family, close friends, arranging visits etc. Send any spare money to:

SARP at above address.

Animal War Escalates

The A.L.F. is now 10 years old, and still the campaign against cruelty and exploitation of animals is growing and spreading. In 1988, a situation resembling guerrilla war, A.L.F. bulletin is still coming in despite most of the original press offices getting 3-5 year "conspiracy" charges and sentences. Packed full with news of 100's and 1000's of attacks from every corner of the country and beyond. Many of the actions are for publicity, warning and propaganda, but a large number are violent actions against property with damage adding up to millions of pounds.

This year the police have hit back with the Animal Rights Using Infiltration, TIP-OFFS, Phone-Tapping, Intimidation, etc. To trap whole networks of A.L.F. supporters.

Many are in prison more are facing massive fines. But the actions are so widespread and decentralised and the activists so dedicated that they have actually increased. We would fill up this whole paper just to list them!

The "ALF" is a general term; the movement includes a bewildering range of Leagues, Groups, Federation, and Local groups of every degree of militancy.

Many of the ALF and their prisoners are anarchists. Most squatters are by now vegetarian and the campaigns make a lot of sense to us. Though class war is still inclined to say put humans first and only attack the rich and the capitalist system, the ALF has now won hard earned respect from us. And many ALFers have come to realisation that you won't end exploitation, cruelty and imprisonment of animals or people without a complete revolution.

ABATTOIR ALF Closes Yuli Farm

The ALF, in November 1988, has closed down the Yuli Farm, and the following month, the ALF closed the Farm.

LAB ANIMALS FREED IN RAID

The ALF has produced a newspaper called "SNARE!" which includes articles, opinions, information, advice and reports of actions in the Leeds area. If you would like a copy, send 20p and a SAE to ALF UK, 16A Industrial St., Leeds LS2 8EE.
Nukes For ALL!!

WAR FACTORY ROBBERY

On the night of 23rd March a group of anti-war activists disrupted the nuclear weapons plant of Heusden, and not only did they put an end to the activities of the plant, they also stole all the records revealing vital information on the spread of nuclear weapons to the Netherlands.

Heusden's nuclear plant is one of the largest in the country and is responsible for producing nuclear fuel for power stations. The activists entered the plant disguised as security guards and managed to disarm the guards before making off with the blueprints and documents.
Dear Crowbar

Of late, it has been noticed that very few winos have been in writing for Crowbar. I don’t really believe this is because Crowbar is made out of little boys with their fantasies of Machismo think it’s because the winos are happy to keep their stray wives and children off the streets, getting cold feet no doubt. In cosy rooms where they can develop meaningful relationships with other minnows.

I write for Crowbar not only would they be inundating the me with my writing, but depriving themselves of genuine friendships with the winos. Frankly, I’m not very well written paper, but what is the point if people cannot communicate on a real and personal level.

What is the point of a night of debauchery or two in town anything outside of your head. It’s life and so are winos only men haven’t got there yet. In order for them to get this level of consciousness we may well support them with our moderate fantasies. When they reach reality then we can begin to challenge them.

Till then, love and peace, but only where it counts.

Dear Crowbar

I’m just writing to find out when the next Crowbar is out. I’ve been paid my £25 for a year’s supply but I’ve only got the “Space Shuttle and Zapping” copy.

In Norwich the “Stop The City” Trials are almost over, the “guilty” jury have been dealing with five pleading “not guilty” and are still awaiting trial. Fortunately, we’ve received custody sentences, fines ranging from £25 to £250 and a couple of three year sentences, suspended for two years.

The bust fund is still in operation and money will be gratefully received at: RESIST C/O The Greenhouse 48, Belgrave St. NORWICH NOR1

Thanks, your friend,

Dear Crowbar,

Enclosed is a copy of “MYET PRAVDA”, the first issue of a crawley based paper. The reason why it’s up to No.7 already is because it’s only recently changed from a subversive 8th form mag to a crawley mag.

To “Alternative Crawley” to a paver’s mag the Crawley Roundabout and is now officially underground as the above.

ANYONE in CREWKLEY or surrounding area is asked to help to buy a copy and to contact us with a view to doing some “deeds” in Crawley.

There is no mail in MYET PRAVDA yet as there is nothing to report so we would dearly like to get something going.

For the latest issue just send an SAE to Greenhill House, Jasper Road, Ifield, Crawley RH11 0LQ.

Keep up the good work, if it wasn’t for your covers Crowbar would be the best mag in the country.

Dear Crowbar

Log in to spread the red word

By JANET WYATT

USERS of a council’s computer information service were amazed to find it allowing people to find addresses... nothing americ...!

The system had been installed with the terminal to get their act together. A new town council said, “It is a wonderful service.”

It allows people to look up addresses, and the service is now available on the phone.

Dear Crowbar

Help and Advice Exchange for Squatters and Rent Strikers.

o/o 131 Balfe Rd. Tel. 2746655. Sundays 6-9pm
DEFEND UPRISINGS PRISONERS

161 people, mostly black youths, have been charged after defending Broadwater Farm Estate against a mass racist police attack last year. 60 of them are being tried for 'Murdering Police and Blocks'. They are Winston Silcott, 26, Engin Rehki, 19, Mark Braithwaite, 20, and unnamed youths aged 13, 14, and 15. These and the Brixton Uprising defendants are being helped by the Black Peoples Campaign for Justice. Tel: 7330714, 1-7 Beehive Place, Jewellery Quarter, Birmingham. The Totemitian 161 are victims of a remorseless campaign of terror and lies, raids, ransackings, random arrests, endless interrogations, beatings etc. by a rabid slavering racist police force who off the leash and demanding life sentences. These innocent victims need your help now!

SAVE VIRAJ MENDIS

While Colin Budd, the black 5th African gets Citizenship in 10 days, Viraj Mendis, the anti-racist activist living here 15 years, is being deported to an almost certain death in Sri Lanka.

Viraj is the centre of a campaign against deportations, now running at 60 black people a week under Thatcher's racist laws (five times what it was in '76).

Viraj has completed a protest march from Manchester to London, where he joined the Broadwater march and spoke movingly at the Finsbury Park Anti Racist Festival and a host of public meetings.

Contact c/o His Defence Campaign, 4th Floor, 41, Jackson Cres, Croydon, CR0 3BZ. Tel 061 955 870 or London 0370 688.

DEATH OF AN ASIAN

In Nov '76 a gang of white racist youths deliberately ran over 3 women leaving Bartford College, killing Kohinur Kaur Hayre (Kelly), despite a strong campaign. The cops have refused to charge any of the youths with murder or even to take statements from eye witnesses. One passenger in the van has been charged with manslaughter all right. James Avery, a well known vicious racist, there have been 3 pickets & 2 militant marches through Bartford but more support is vital. Contact the campaign... Greenwich Action Committee vs. Racist Attacks, 1st floor, 10 Sancy Hill Rd, Woolwich, London SE18, tel 0859353.

RACIST PRISONS

Black people are only 3% of the pop., but 23% of all in prison are blacks, who are also more likely to be beaten up by screws and suffer the zombie-drugs treatment, or get murdered like Larston Campbell, Paul Morrall, Clinton Rose, Harold Roberts, Colin Roche, Michael Martin or infall Ryan. Now it's revealed that mental prisons, especially Tooting, are filling up with young blacks, lifted, sectioned, dumped and drugged on a large scale, as 'punishment' or while the fith make up charges on them. Not only blacks suffer of course. 30% in prison are working class, not inside for 'crimes against private property'. Nick is just a way holding wealth and power from us by force and threats. But its black people who are getting the worst of it, and they too have taken a lead in fighting back and defending their communities.

SPOT THE NAZI

A large group of fascist skinheads are living at Averell Rd, Finsbury Park, N15. They're led by Nicky Crone, a notorious Nazi activist. The house is used as a rendezvous for Nazis coming from Europe, is protected by armed - closed circuit TV and is owned by John Norden.